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LEGAL NOTICE
The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation of this report,
notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any time that the contents within are
accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, the Publisher assumes
no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived
slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of income made. Readers are
cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their individual circumstances to act accordingly.
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or financial advice. All readers
are advised to seek services of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting, and finance field.

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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Chapter 1: Introduction:
Welcome To “How To Create An Out-Of-Control Viral Marketing Campaign!”
This book will briefly tell you about viral marketing techniques and how to utilize them to generate
lots of commissions online!
I know a guy who has generated more than $500 of commissions completely on autopilot! And this
isn’t one of the best examples because viral marketing traffic can make you rich if you do it right!
In this book, we will briefly explore the following techniques:
 The concept behind viral marketing
 Tell a friend viral marketing
 Master Resell Rights Viral marketing
 Private Label Viral marketing
 Blog & Theme Viral marketing
 Web 2.0 Viral marketing
 Viral Spiral marketing
We will look at these concepts one by one and you will know how to find a method that you can
utilize (or use ALL of them if you like) to build your campaigns.

Let’s get started right now!
Note: (Results may differ from person to person and it all depends on how hard you work!)

Chapter 2: Why Viral Marketing?
Here are a few reasons why viral marketing is very important!

Leverage On Other People’s List:
Internet marketing gurus always talk about building your mailing list. Mailing lists are important
because it is true that the money is always in the list.
Most of the time, some Internet marketers will beg other marketers (especially those with a bigger
list size) to promote their products, do an ad swap or help them to build their own lists in general.
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But what if, instead of relying on YOUR OWN LIST, you can LEVERAGE on other people’s list?
You see, in Internet marketing, there is always someone who has a biggest list size than you. These
people will always want to sell products.
If you can create products (such as master resell rights or no restriction private label rights products)
and give them the rights to sell YOUR products with YOUR ads in it, you will be getting constant
advertising for FREE and people are doing it WILLINGLY for you!
After all, when you promote a product to your list, it is still limited in the sense that you can only
mail your list once or twice, but having your products being promoted all over the Internet, will take
the burden off the lists and give you additional streams of income.

The Power Of Exponential Growth:
Many people neglect the power of viral marketing because they have this misconception that it
yields very little at the start. They feel that they would rather promote their products by themselves
rather than share the product with other resellers.
The same applies with blog posts. (See the chapter on blogs and themes below).

Let’s do a little math.
Would you rather make $100,000 a month or make build a campaign that doubles in revenue
starting at $0.01 a day for every next day?
1 à 2 à 4 à 8 à 16 à32 à 64 à 128 à 256 à512 ……… MILLIONS!
The power of exponential growth tells us that you will become a millionaire after almost 30 days!
(2 to the power of 30!!!)

Do you see the power of viral marketing?
Whether you are getting one new subscriber a day or one sale a day, you will be able to generate
lots of traffic just by viral marketing alone!
Now to be realistic, even with the UNLIMITED growth potential on the Internet, there will come a
time where there is a saturation point. But it still doesn’t dispute the fact that there are millions of
customers (and many resellers) that will market for you and expand your efforts FOR YOU!
It is always a good idea to build several viral marketing channels. That way, even when your viral
campaign starts to slow down (due to saturation), you will still be able to leverage on many
channels and build your list or your affiliate commissions.
In the subsequent chapters, we will explore a few tools, both free and paid sources that will enable
you to build several viral campaigns and watch as traffic beats a path to your virtual doorstep!
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Chapter 3: Tell A Friend Viral Marketing:
One of the easiest forms of viral marketing is by telling a friend.
You see, telling a friend will work under three conditions:
 The sender has something to benefit from it
 The receiver has something to benefit from it
 The method of sending the product is EASY TO FACILITATE!
With Mike Filsaime’s Viral Friend Generator, you are able to get at least three new impressions
should the subscriber decide to tell a friend in exchange for a gift.

Does it meet the three requirements above? Let’s see how it works…
This is one example of using Viral Friend Generator.
When someone opts in to the form, they are redirected to this WAIT page and they are given the
option to refer a minimum of 3 friends (more is offered).
So as you can see, condition no.1 is met – should they successfully refer three friends, the sender is
given a gift!
Condition 2 is also met because most probably, those that the sender referred will get gifts as well.
Condition 3 is also met because Viral Friend Generator automates the tell-a-friend process
automatically for you without spamming anyone.

When all three conditions are met, the campaign becomes viral –
Mission accomplished!
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Chapter 4: Master Resell Rights Viral Marketing:
What’s the big deal about master resell rights?
Well, simply put, you are able to create an E-product and the owner of the product has the rights to
resell the product for any price that they want.
The resellers will be doing promotions for you and spread your name all around the Internet. Not
only that, they will not be able to alter your book in anyway, they will just sell it in the current form.

Here are 2 ways you can create a huge viral campaign out of MRR products:
 Write your own (or hire a ghostwriter) product and give MRR rights.
 Find somebody else’s MRR product with re-branding rights and place your own affiliate
links.

Later on, place those products on well known membership sites.

Chapter 5: Private Label Viral Marketing:
Everyone knows that PLR is one of the best rights someone can have for an E-book, because it
allows you do whatever you want with it (well, almost).
However, even PLR has certain restrictions such as non-transferable rights or bundling rights (just
like certain resell rights).
But one of the advantages of NO RESTRICTION private label rights is the fact that you can SELL
the private label rights of the book – hence you let the book go viral almost immediately!
Certain PLR resellers even include a SALES LETTER for the resellers to easily edit the contents of
the sales letter.

Do you know what this means?
Reseller after reseller selling the best rights to the book all across the Internet!
This is the best way to get your affiliate links or promotions all over the Internet very quickly!
But then, what happens if the resellers EDIT the contents of the book, you may ask? Wouldn’t that
reduce the effectiveness of the viral effect?
Well, the solution to that is very simple… human beings are LAZY by nature. They will just cut and
paste the sales letter and sell the products AS IT IS. Because it is too much work for them to redo
the content, they will all sell the products most likely in the ORIGINAL FORM.
This often sells faster than master resell rights and if you embed your affiliate links or promotions
carefully, it will give resellers a LOT of resistance when they try and edit your book!
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Look for resellers who sell NO RESTRICTION PLR books and contribute to their package if you
want to achieve the ultimate viral effect!

Chapter 6: Blog & Theme Viral Marketing:
One of the other ways to create a viral marketing campaign besides using or reselling E-books is to
use blogs and blog themes to market yourself.

Here is a three step process that will allow you to get lots of traffic to your website:
(1) Approach a high traffic blogger and ask if you can be a contributor to their blog for a
particular blog post or topic.
(2) Write an EXCELLENT blog post that will get people’s attention (especially on these high
traffic blogs).
(3) Leave a bio box or a link that traces back to your own site.
Now, the question you may ask is, why don’t you reserve the best content for your OWN blog?
Wouldn’t that brand you better?
Well this is actually selfish thinking… good things must be shared, not hidden under a basket.
High traffic blogs give you more exposure!
If you have a blog that has low traffic, it will not reach out to many people but if you give your
content away to others, high traffic will get you noticed and if they LIKE your blog post, they will
spread the word (using ‘social bookmarking’ sharing) and you will get a lot of traffic to your site
very quickly!

You can also design your own blog theme and give it away for free!
One thing wonderful about free blog themes is that if it is given away for free and it is used by
someone’s blog, a few things can happen:
 They upload your blog theme and there is a backlink to YOUR site.
 Those who upload your blog theme will be able to follow a link from the Wordpress
Presentation Theme and you can promote yourself even from there.
 People will recommend your blog theme if it looks beautiful!
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Chapter 7: Web 2.0 Viral Marketing:
One of the newest yet oldest form of viral marketing is the usage of E-mail and Web 2.0 sites.
Remember the video called ‘Numa Numa’ who had this guy lip-syncing to a song… it was one of
the MOST VIRAL VIDEOS of all time.
The owner of the site had TONS of traffic flooding into his site everyday and people everywhere
WANT to imitate him and do their own parodies of the ‘Numa Numa Dance’ as well.

Another good example is the ‘Diet Coke & Mentos’ scenario.
Basically, when you have something interesting or extreme, people will tend to share it with their
friends through forwarded E-mails, but in the case of Internet marketing, you can do a lot more if
you play your cards right.
Facebook drives a lot of traffic as well because of the way they link applications and photos
(tagging). For example, you can join an application for a game that builds empires using ‘GOLD’.
They offer you MORE gold when you refer your friends to that application. That is how they build
their list!
You can do the same by driving traffic to your opt-in forms, landing pages or blogs and you will be
able to build viral traffic very quickly!

Chapter 8: Viral Spiral Marketing:
This is a new concept introduced by Tim Brocklehurst.
Here’s what he says.
It’s no secret that JVs (joint ventures) and cross promotions are one of the most productive ways to
make high volumes of sales on the Internet.
Traditionally, JVs are most common between two people who have created a product and are selling
it online. But that needn't be the case and there is a way in which you can get all the benefits, traffic
and sales of a JV without even having a product of your own.
What actually happens in a JV cross-promotion?
Websites promote other websites for two main reasons:
1. To earn income from commission sales.
2. To pay, or earn, favors.
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The first of these you might expect, the second is more intricate.
You see, when you're running an online business, your options and your growth are restricted if you
try doing it all on your own. Sure, there's pay-per-click advertising, article marketing, traffic
exchangers, and a variety of ways you can draw traffic to your site by paying for it.

But nothing beats personal recommendation.
Its human nature: We all prefer to buy through personal recommendation than by enticing
advertisements.

And JV’s or cross-promotions are all about personal recommendation.
The only thing is - as every super-affiliate knows - even if you're offering attractive commission
rates; the site that's getting promoted always gets more out of the deal than the JV partner who's
doing the promoting. Look at this comparison:

The JV partner doing the promotion gets:
1. A 'notional' favor from the site it promotes.
2. Commission payments, hopefully paid in good time but always at the discretion of the site owner.

The site being promoted gets:
1. Lots of new list members
2. Lots of Sales
3. Lots of recognition
Which would you rather?
Can you see now why the benefit isn't split evenly in a JV deal?
This is one of the reasons why it is more difficult than many people think to get JV partners
promoting for you.
No matter how attractive your commission percentages are, you will always be getting more out of
the deal than your JV partner. Especially if your landing page is a list-building squeeze page.
But there is an option available. Especially if your aim is to build a list.

You could run a MyViralSpiral site.
MyViralSpiral is a web server script that gives you a complete solution for building a list and a
business online. One of its features is that it turns the above JV example on its head to provide more
of a win-win for both parties. Here's what you can do with it:
As a list builder, you can offer a squeeze page for your JV partner to promote. He then sends his list
to the squeeze page, where they sign up to your list. Then, this is when it gets interesting:
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Your JV partner can decide which offer page his signups are directed to after signup. Gone is the
traditional method whereby once his leads have signed up to you they're yours, to direct wherever
you like. With MVS, your JV partner can choose what to show them *after* they've joined your
list...
It might be to his own product, or an affiliate link somewhere else - or he may choose to use his
affiliate link for your product (in keeping with the normal method).
The point is, your JV partner has more say about who benefits from his promotion and how. And
that kind of power makes all the difference when
it comes to getting others to promote for you, and build your list.
This is one of many characteristics of MyViralSpiral that make it well worth a good look if you
want to start building JV relationships.

Chapter 9: Summary:
Remember that the ultimate goal of Viral Marketing is to leverage on others through
the power of the Internet!
Here is a recap of what we’ve learnt:
 Viral marketing is without a doubt, one of the most powerful ways to drive traffic.
Remember the law of exponential growth!
 Use ‘tell-a-friend’ to build subscribers with subscribers!
 Use master resell rights and no restriction Private Label Rights and spread your E-products
all over the Internet!
 Drive traffic to your sites using blogs, blog themes
 Web 2.0 tools or social bookmarking sites are one of the best free tools to drive traffic to
your website!
 Take advantage of Viral Spiral Marketing and build your list and have YOUR LIST build
YOUR LIST at the same time (bringing viral marketing to a whole new dimension)

I hope that this E-book has taught you many ways to market your business.
To your Viral Marketing Success!

Resources:
The FRED67 Free E-Library - http://fred67.com/library
The Affiliate Power-House for more information & resources relating to this E-Book
FRED67.com is the entry to what is –
A Labyrinth of information + Local - 'Trusted Trades & Services' You Can Depend On.
Socrates - O – Socrates - A Review Of The Hugely Successful WordPress Theme That
Makes Building Niche` Blogs & Websites a Cinche`.
FOCUS – For Those Who Believe Dreams Can't Come True :-)

Remember – Please Feel Free To Save This E-book To Your Own Computer
And Also Pass It On To Your Friends & Relatives.

Thank You – FRED67.com

